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Comox VaU1y Rtglonal Ot Idol 

July 22, 2018 

Comox Valley Regional District 

Re: Public Hearing Water Bottling Application 
Sackville Road, Merville BC 

Dear Directors: 

W . . . h 1� �h. b 1· I e are m opposition to t e app 1cat1on to approve t 1s water ott mg p ant: 
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1. It is not a permitted use under current zoning bylaws and the Official Community Plan,
nor is there community support. The K'omoks First Nation has specifically spoken against an
approval in the face of their unceded water rights. The Advisory Planning Commission
Puntledge -Black Creek (Electoral Area C) (A.PC C) and the Agricultural Advisory Planning
Commission (AAPC) have also both opposed this application. The Agriculture Watershed
Phmning Advisory Committee: Tsolum River Watershed (AWPAC) has expressed concerns
about cumulative impact on water supply in relation to this application. As well� much
opposition from neighbours has been recorded.

This project has no environmental or economic value to the community at large. 
At 10,000 litres per day, this water application is enough for 5-10 homes, depending on family 

size and usage (270 liters per day average in BC), which would be the equivalent of a small 

subdivision in a rural area. 

At 10,000 litres a day, if people are filling the standard large 18.9 litre jugs this would be the 

equivalent of about 500 water jugs a day. If there is a water shortage in the Valley in the future 

and there is a demand for this water, this rural road with no sidewalks or cycling lanes may see 

hundreds more cars a day. Once you make any temporary usages or amendments, you may set 

precedent and open up rural areas, with their cheaper land, to unsuitable development which 

violates community planning and undermines the rural community and its sustainable economic 

contributions to the economy. 

2. The reality of climate change is likely to contradict the data the Ministry used for its

decision to issue the licence. �aking decisions on perpetual never-to-be-extinguished water

licences, on the basis of data from as far back as thirty years is a dangerous flaw in the face of

the tsunami of climate change that is rapidly approaching. Why is it not standard practice to

include a scenario which includes the effects of climate change in issuing such a licence? As

Fred Fern pointed out, continuing high levels in the aquifer may be due not to regeneration, but

rather to the melting of the Comox and other glaciers that, once melted, will never be

regenerated.

The BC government's own research indicates that: 

APPENDIX A - comments received at public hearing
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